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To mark the 50th anniversary of the disastrous Meteor crash on the High Street, the History Society organised what will probably
be its
most successful evening at least for a decade in the Commemoration Hall. Encoumged by the Parish Countil, we
assembled a host of recollections from those who there on the day - school children, young adults, firemen-, builders - some on stage
either being interviewed by
Heather Woodward or just having a chat as Vera Lawson and Joy creasy did; others gave their memories broadcast
from interviews
carried

out earlier.
Ian Adam-Smith had done a lot of research on the Meteor night fighter and on the accident itself; unfortunately he could
not present these
himself as he was 'down unded. A Path6 News clip started the show with atmospheric music and the typical commentator'
voice, which
sent many of the audience straight back to the 1950s; ITN and BBC archives also produced video footageand we had the benefit
of a litde
rateur cin6 film from Joy Creasy.
V,ne multi-media show was pulled together
by your chairman, who managed his way through the technology without too many problems
either from the software or the hardware. Once again our own projection screen proved its worth, enabling even those at the
back of the
hall to see the images being projected. These included a wide range of photogmphic material - from newspapers of the time,
from Frank
Boorman's amazing collection of local photos, now held at the Record Office in Lewes, and from the RAF Museum at Hendon.
The redevelopment of the High Street after the crash was a major feature of the evening; largely researched by Rachel Ring,
we gained an
understanding of why we have such a depressing shopping parade to replace the muih lovid queen's Head, the Old Oak House
where
Hines the greengrocers did business, and the Intemational Stores on the corner of Washwell Lane-. Neither the parish
Council nor Uckfield
Rural District Council came out of this smelling of roses!
All round the hall were large photocopies of newspapers of the day and other material for bncwsing. But such was the crowd
that not much
advantage could be taken of that! Doors did not open - in theory - until 19:30 but the first visitors arrived at 18:45
from paddock Wood,
lured in by an early moming interview with your chairman on Southern Counties Radio. Others heard that the
event was taking place from
BBC and Meridian news bulletins during the day; the Courier also gave us coverage. By 19:30 virtually all
the seats *".u tai"n and the
queue for entry stretched towards the White Hart; by 20:00 there was barely standing room anywhere
and several people had decided to
go home rather than face a couple of hours on their feet - we can only apologise to them for our unforeseen
success.
The Committee had decided that the takings on the door should be used for the benefit of the wider community: we have therefore
sent a
cheque for f67O to the Hall & Institute for some specific improvement needed in the Hall
[the amount suggests that at least 335 people
attended the vent - we lost count well before that although tickets were issued as people came through the door.l
The bar did good business and those who stayed on aftenruards enjoyed tea, coffee and cakes as guests of the Sociely: this was organised
by Rachel Ring with her usual flair .
The event did much to remind those who lived in Wadhurst at the time of what had happened and educated those who have come here
later of a vital bit of our history; it also produced many sources of fresh information. As a result, the History Society will be publishing a
comprehensive book of the event, covering life in England and Wadhurst before the crash, the day of the crash itself and iG immediate
aftermath, and the redevelopment of the High Street. By the time you read this newsletter, the book - written by Michael Harte, Rachel
Ring and Heather Woodward, should be on its way to the printers for release to members of the Society at the May meeting.; it
will not be
free as we have to recover the quite substantial costs we incurred in putting on the public meeting on 20 lan 2006.
We are also looking at the possibility of a DVD of the event to complete the record of this part of Wadhurst's history.
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11 May: Chris McCooey: Sussex Characters Wacky, Weird, Wonderful

11 May: publication of our Meteor Crash book
3 Jun: Society visit to Chichester Flower Festival

8Jun: Chris Wade: Smugglers in Kent
13 Jul: Ian Currie: Droughts Deluges & Dust Devils 300 years of weather
3O Jul: Society annual barbecue at Olives, Churchsettle Road
12 Oct: Carol Griffiths: The Cinque Ports

9 Nov: Michael Insley: The Last Prize Fight
14 Dec: AGM: Members'talks & social

Charitable Status
The Charity Commission has now recognised the Wadhurst
History Society as a Registered Charity under no: 1113106.
This is a significant step fonruard for us, not only with potential financial benefits from the Inland Revenue but also for
our general standing in the local history world. The Constitution, agreed at the December AGM, has been accepted as
appropriate by the Commission. Our ambit is to:
To advance the public's education in the local history of Wadhurst
and nearby Parishes in East Sussex and Kent by the collection,
collation and dissemination to the public of relevant information
and by the conduct of meetings, lectures and visits to places of
historical interest

12Jan: Bob Ogley: Doodlebugs and Rockets
A large audience awaited Bob Ogley who started his talk
with the question: "How many of you were in this area
when doodlebugs were falling?" A large proportion raised
their hands, and he then recounted to us the facts and
memories that he had collected about the period.
Bob reminded us that his first venture into publishing was
his book on the 1987 hurricane. Later he became interested in doodlebugs and rockets through conversations with
air crews who worked in the local area. After an appeal in
the local press, many people with memories of doodlebugs

including firemen, policemen, civil defence and of course
civilians came fon/vard with recollections.

Bob told us that there had been repofts of rocket sites in
German occupied nofthern Europe, but the first definitive
information came from RAF aerial reconnaissance in June
1943 . From the aerial photographs taken at Peenemunde,
rockets under construction, were cleady visible. In August
the site was heavily bombed so setting the German programme back at least two months and possibly more.
The first doodlebug landed at Swanscombe in Kent, on open
farmland in the early morning of June 13th 1944. The
sound of the pilotless missile was, he reported, like a model
T Ford going up a hill. People in the KenVSussex area soon
learnt that the silence when the engine cut out was the
danger period, as the doodlebug was then starting its
descent to the ground and it was time to dive for cover.
The defences against these attacks were guns along the
coast and a balloon barrage around London. Leaving the
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Channel and the open country between the coast and
London for fighters to intercept and shoot down the doodlebugs.

Bob Ogley said that, in Sussex, the area around Battle had
the largest number of doodlebugs falling, followed by the
area around Uckfield.
When ever launch sites were discovered by air reconnaissance they were heavily bombed. Eventually as the allies
advanced across France in late 1944, sites were captured

and the attacks on England lessened. Many bombs did
reach London and were the cause of much damage and
many casualties.
The Germans also developed a more sophistimted rocket
known as the V2, the first one of these was launched in
Holland on September Bth 1944 and landed in Chiswick.
The V2 approached silently and had a more poweful
warhead which caused considerably more damage than the
V1. The last V2 fell in Orpington on March 27th 1945 and
the last V1 landed at lwade in Kent on March 29th of that
year.

Finally we were reminded of the V1 bomb which came
down on Green Square in July 1944 killing two people and
causing a large amount of damage.
Although a serious talk with many tales of bravery, Bob also
regaled us with stories of considerable humour told by some
of those involved. A most interesting and entertaining
evening which I am sure brought back memories to many
in the audience. At the end of the talk, quite a few memberc took the opportunity to purchase a signed copy of Bob
Ogley's book"Doodlebugs and Rockets." Rosemary Pope

9 Feb: John Ray: Changing Role of Women since 1700
Three hundred years is quite a short time in history, covering what was described as just three ages of man. Stories
told by elderly grandparents to young children are passed
on just three times. Yet in that time there have been many
changes that have transformed the role of women.
The most obvious change over the three centuries is the
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eightfold increase in population.
At the beginning of the eighteenth century the population
was mainly involved in agriculture, to produce the food

needed. Among the working classes, bread, cheese,
vegetables and ale could be in short supply making the
women's task of feeding a large family quite a challenge.
These women travelled little and were described as being
'contented', which is not how we would think of such a life
today.

At the same time at the other end of the scale, the women
had a very leisurely life, their main preoccupation being how
to marry off their daughters. These daughters at least had
some education, but much less than their brothers. The
heads of the households did not consult or trust their wives
with serious matters. Not surprisingly, the women devised
means of getting their own way.
Then came the changes. First was the agricultural revolution that meant more food was available making it easier to
feed a family. This was followed by the industrial revolu-

tion that produced iron and steam. To this day we are
invaded by more and more gadgets designed to make life
easier. The third revolution was the medical revolution that
greatly benefited women. It is noticeable on tombstones
\at it was common for men to have had several wives as
\rfany died in childbirth. Nowadays, women have a longer
life expectation than men. (With genetic engineering, what
will happen next?)

Several notable women influenced the mid-1800s. Florence Nightingale who wanted to have a career of her own
as an alternative to becoming a govemess, raised the
question of women's rights. Miss Beale and Miss Buss
became well revered in the schools that they stafted.
Meanwhile most homes were run by women well versed in
the 'knowledge of household duties' as defined by Mrs
Beeton. There was not much chance of becoming a vegetarian!

Parliament now began to take some interest in women,s
rights. In 1870 the Education Act was passed for girls and
boys to go to school. It is now recognised that girls on the
whole do better than boys. Women's righG were improved
in 1882 when a married woman was allowed to own her
own propefty. Before then, everything belonged to her
husband.

fowever, about 1900, women still suffered subjection.
class daughters must always have a chaperone.
Their subjection was reflected in their heavy, hobbling
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clothes, an outfit including several petticoats, garments with

frills and many buttons and a tight leather belt making 14
items in all.
It is a hundred years ago that the suffragettes started their
militant campaigns to get votes for women. They earned
plenty of publicity but it is possible that they actually hindered their own cause.

Then came the 1914-18 war that quite radically changed
the role of women in this country. While the men went off
to fight, the women took over their work and the suffragettes turned their fire against the Germans. euite soon
aftenvards, women over 30 got the vote and could stand
for Parliament. Other changes included smaller families,
simplified clothing and no chaperones. Eventually Hollywood set the fashion in cosmetics, clothing and smoking
and with the introduction of bathrooms and gas-fires, living
conditions became more comfortable. Unfortunately the
divorce rate soared.

The 1939-45 war saw another big change with women in
the Services and the Land Army. When the US joined the
war they brought with them sweets and cigarettes and they
took home 80,000 GI brides.

Since 1945 there has been a decline in class distinction.
Now nearly 75o/o of women go out to work although equal
pay is not properly implemented yet. In education there is
equal opportunity but there still seems a glass ceiling above
which women can not progress. There are more women in
politics than before, some rising to ministerial level and one
to Prime Minister. We have been ruled by a eueen for
more than half the time in the last two centuries.
But there is too much now on women's shoulders. There
are many single mothers and plenty that carry the stress of
business. Many won't rush into marriage, 31 is not too late,
and how about a designer baby?

Joan Gmce

9 Mar: Neil Rose: 'Return Ticket'the Wadhurst Railway Link
Neil Rose gave a most interesting and informative talk on
our local railway service from 1900 until electrification in
1986. This lecture follows his first one last year about the
early days until the Twentieth Century.

At the beginning of the century, the railways did not have
any competition from the internal combustion engine. Later
on to meet this new threat, the South Eastern and Chatham

amalgamated with the London Chatham & Dover to combine resources to improve their services. Train times
varied, the fastest (1902) was 77 minutes to Charlng Cross.
The first arrived at 09.50 and subsequent services were at
two hourly intervals, with the last train leaving London at
21.00 - no late evening enjoyment in London!
Commuting was not a feature as long distance travel was
for the wealthy; rather, the line serviced local communities.
By 1910 the frequency of passenger services improved with
some trains stafting and stopping at Wadhurst. Importantly, rail reduced the cost of bulky items - coal, foodstuffs,
bulky goods and parcels. Wadhurst acted as a distribution
hub coping with the ten daily goods trains, six days a week.
More powerful engines were introduced just before the
outbreak if World War I and they were the mainstay for the
next twenty years. During the War the railway deteriorated
as maintenance was neglected. The 1921 Railway Act
reduced the number of companies to four and so the
Southem Railway took over this area. Now that road
transport was competing heavily with the railway, better
services to and from London were introduced.
There were three classes of fare from First to Third, the
latter only costing 1d a mile. Some things had not
changed; you could still transport your horse and carriage however emancipation ensured ladies could reserve compartments for themselves. One could store a wide range of
items (cello, ice cream freezer etc) to parking a motor cycle
for a set fee per day.
Southern Railway

In the 1920's a new more powedul engine, the

Schools

Class, was introduced and they performed admirably for

twenty five years. This resulted in a faster service up to
London, taking between 59 to 80 minutes. Electrification, in
the 1930's, occurred on pafts of the south eastern routes;
however that between Sevenoaks to Hastings was postponed. One reason was the need for narrower carriages to
fit through the tunnels on this section.
During World War II, our section was considered unimportant compared with the route to Dover. However damage
from bombing and V1 Rockets was repaired very quickly.
After the War the network was nationalised as British Rail.
Passenger traffic continued, but the goods services were
reduced heavily with the local goods yards closing at Wadhurst and Frant. Old and tired carriages and engines had to
continue working until the middle
[cont on p5.]

1960's

TTIE SNAPEWOOD (SCRAG OAIO MINE TQ 634goz
Researched and written lry Gwen Skae for the Indusuy & Agricultur.e Group
The South Eastern Railway opened a branch line to Tunbridge Wells in 1845 and later extended the line through
Wadhurst to Robeftsbridge and Hastings in 1851-1852.
During construction work a prominent seam of iron ore was
revealed on both sides of the line. Evidence of the iron ore
deposits can still be seen to the north side of the railway in
the form of a massive seam of silty siderite rock.
Despite the fact that iron mining had long since been uneconomic in the Weald, someone was evidently persuaded
that it would be a viable proposition to attempt to produce
iron ore at this site.
It has not been possible to establish the original ownership
of the land in question beyond doubt. The Book of Reference associated with the South Eastern Railway's acquisition of land in 1845 shows the owner of land to the nofth of

the stream known as 'Wenna's burn' as being Alfred Playsted. To the east of his land, a field between the woodland
boundary and the road, was owned by John Tompsett. To
the south of the stream the land was owned by John Newington and to the nofth east of this William Swift owned
land near the junction of Snape Lane and Wenbans Lane.
The 1841 census has a lohn Newington - farmer aged 50
living in Towngate - and a William Swift - armer aged 45 in
Pennybridge - but in the 1851 census neither John Newington or William Swift are mentioned.
To fufther confuse the issue there were two Alfred Playsteds
living in Wadhurst Town in 1851, possibly father and son.

The elder Alfred, aged 68, was a butcher in the centre of
town whibt his (presumed) son, aged 42, is listed as a beer
retailer of the Snape Wood Beer Shop. Perhaps Alfred Playsted senior owned Snape Wood as an investment. Perhaps
lather and son saw the business potential of the newlyrevealed seams of ore. If so, it would be interesting to discover who was persuaded to put up the money to develop
the mine. Did they persuade someone with mining/
construction knowledge who was working on the new railway track to take a gamble on this somewhat risky venture,
or were they financially involved in the project themselves?
It has been suggested that the South Eastern Railway Company may have had some financial involvement in the venture. There are still a lot of unanswered questions. From
whatever source, money was found to sink mine shafts on
both sides of the railway (on land now owned by the Forestry Commission in Snape Wood, and on private land to
the south of the railway line) and tunnels excavated consisting of galleries and cross cuts. On the south side of the
railwaytll only one bed was worked, whilst on the north
side, where the seams were more reliable and productive,
two were mined. The beds to the north side were also
more easily accessible. Here the main gallery is about 150
yards long, by 4 ft. 6 ins. wide and varies in height from
six to eight feet. Parallel galleries were connected to the
main one by shorter tunnels at right angles to them.
However the seams of ore were very irregular, dying out
suddenly and reappearing at intervals, making extraction
frustrating Added to this, the ore was of poor quality, low in
iron oxide and high in silica content, making the extraction
of the metal technically difficult. Facilities for this process
were not available locally and the mined ore had to be sent
to Staffordshire for smelting. It has been suggested that a
special railway siding was constructed so that the ore could
be loaded and transported easily to its destinatlon, but no
evidence has been found to substantiate this claim. There
is no doubt that the variability of the seams, and the high
cost of transportation would have added considerably to the

cost of production. In addition to these handicaps, according to Paula Yates{2], new Acts of Parliament and competition from more efficient producers elsewhere were among
the factors which made the mine unprofitable. In little over

a year/ having stafted mining in August 1857, the enterprise closed down in September 1858. The whole operation
must have represented a considerable investment of manpower/ expeftise and capital, and leads one to wonder who
made a profit (if any) and who a loss on this speculative
venture.
During the construction of the new railway line a beer house
was trading in Snape Lane, near the railway bridge between
Snape and Scrag Oak, which became known as The Locomotive. It supplied beer to the railway construction workers, known as navvies; Chesneyt3l suggests that they were
a rough lot. An engineer told an official enquiry in 1846
that it was dangerous to approach them when they were
not actually at work. In small parishes where lar,v enforcement was undependable, navvies could create mayhem,
fighting, accosting local women, and helping themselves to
local game and produce. Chesney states that 'beer was
customarily carted to construction sites and sold in gallons
to the sweating men'. Supplying these construction workers must have yielded a healthy profit for the landlord of the
The Locomotive, but once the Wadhurst section of railway
line was completed (in 1851) and the nawies moved on to
construct the next section of the line, the beer house must
have suffered a dramatic drop in takings. Perhaps the landlord managed to persuade someone involved in the construction work that mining the newly-revealed seams of ore

would be a good investment, not to mention the possible
benefits to the beer house.
Whether or not the landlord had any input into the new
enterprise, The Locomotive soon changed its name to Ihe
Miners Arms and it now became the supplier of beer to the
miners at Snape. However since the mine closed down in
barely over a year the landlord would once again have suffered a drop in takings. Nevertheless, despite these setbacks the beerhouse survived until 1955.
In 1908 the Ead of Sheffield commissioned a Professor
Gregory to report on the commercial viability of reopening
the mine and he recommended against iCal
According to Joseph Braddocktsl a local inhabitant told him
that an attempt had been made to work the mine during
the First World War in response to the demand for iron for
munitions, but was given up owing to the difficulty of making a suitable siding on the railway. This reinforces the evidence that such a siding may never have existed. The mine
was surveyed in 1936 and then sealed off. More recently,
in 1982, a site was examined by Tony Jarratt
(BEC,Sub.Brit.) and friends, most likely the one on the
south side of the railway. They found two open-ended depressions at either end of a rake which may have been the
original adits.

In 2000 the Kent Underground Research Group excavated
the site and photographed the galleries, some of which may
have been dug in 1857. In recent times pafts of the tunnel
roof have fallen in and problems with flooding have made
excavation difficult. A newly-constructed access to the tunnels in Snape Wood had become water-logged, and the
large plastic tubes insefted to form an access route had
been squashed by saturated clay around them. Clay slurry
and other debris blocking the tunnel was removed by diverting a nearby stream to wash through the obstructions.
This proved to be a complicated operation, but eventually

the plastic access tube was cleared and restored to a usable
condition. However there was still a considerable quantity
of water within the tunnels and further investigation of the
shafts had to be postponed. It seems likely that the 1857
mining operation may have experienced similar drainage
problems and this could have been one of the reasons for
the mine's early closure.
A tantalising question, still to be answered, is why did
someone think this would be a viable venture in the first
place.?
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'Return Ticket'the Wadhurst Railway Link fcont]
oven though most of the south eastern routes were being

5r',ctrified. Foftunately new diesel electric rolling stock was
introduced in 1957 & 1958 which provided a twice hourly
service, the fast one taking 90 minutes fi'om Hastings to
London.

The Beeching Report might have resulted in severe restrictions on the line and although not implemented, the threat
of closure was discussed in the 1980's unless the diesel
electrics were replaced. Fortunately, in 1983, a decision
was made to electriflT the Hastings line which saw many
changes to signalling, track and platforms to cope with the
new service.
Neil gave us an excellent talk, very well researched which
shows us hls love of the railway and why he enjoys playing
with grown up trains!. Many thanks for a very entertaining
and enjoyable evening.
John Breeze

'Victorian Wadhurst- Glimpses of our Pastr
the offer of free copies to all members 'in

Despite

good

standing' at the start of 2006, sufficient copies have been
sold - thanks mainly to the Post Office and Barnett's Bookshop - to cover the costs of printing. As the remaining 400
copies sell, the profits will swell the Society's funds to support
some other substantial research activity.

TaskGroup Reports
David lames has now taken on the co-ordination of the work

being carried out by the five task groups, set up when the
Society stafted in 2003. The first two years' work culminated
in \/idoian Wadhurst - Glimpses of our Past'; the emphasis
for several of the groups for the next 18 months will be the

period fi'om the mid 1930s

to the immediate aftermath of

World War 2 - hopefully leading to another book for Christmas

2007.
As with the Victorian Wadhurst project, not all the task groups

expect to contribute to the WW 2 project but will pursue their
own avenues of research: as David put it "We're a bit like

the European Union - a group of autonomous states
exploring their particular interests but supporting each

other wherever possible, and having

a

common

framework and funding."
indAg [IA], Estates and Buildings [EB] and Oral History [OH] [the 36/46 Group] will work on various aspects
of Wadhurst during the 2nd World War 1936 - 1946. It is a
period which would be appropriate for them and falls well
into place with good potential for research. Though other
groups are not directly researching this period, they will
feed in any information or ideas they come across. Similarly the 36/46 group willfeed in any information they come
across, appropriate to Family History [FH] and Develop-

ment [DW].
FH will continue to work on Victorian Wadhurst with a view
to putting material into the newsletters and answering
questions from e-mailers. Modern times are too recent,
difficult and expensive to research - there are no available
censuses to help and it's all about retrieval. Also care has

to be taken because people are still alive.
DW will continue their research from Victorian period forward and may eventually focus on 1920s and 1930s.
All research does not have to lead to a book but it would be

nice

if we could also produce good quality booklets/

pamphlets in perhaps 44 format and build up a library of
them. Other History Groups do this and they are very impressive and allow for great variety of focus.
Feedback from task groups:
There is an urgent need to recruit new working members to
the various task groups. Initial enthusiasm for the research
has waned and one group has suffered literally ffom serious
health problems. People prepared to give time and energy
are needed. There is much interest for the meetings where
no work is requiredl
IA would like to see someone beginning to research and
document the full history of Bewl Water. The current interest in hosepipe bans could perhaps be harnessed to a bit of
research?

OH has done many interviews about the Meteor crash and
some have led to fufther research. Transcription from minidisk remains a problem and for the moment the group will
concentrate on simpler ways of gathering information.
EB badly needs more members - the Meteor project has
proved too much of a distraction for at least one of its current enthusiasts - but hopefully there wil be some action
soonl
Task Group Meetings: The occasional collective meetings
of those working in specialist groups are impoftant for the
sharing of news, views and ideas. They will continue to be

the forum vital for the detailed feedback from all task
groups about what they are doing and where they need
more help. Cross-referencing and methodical indexing of
material, gathered during individual's research activity, will
continue to be impoftant.

Inside story: Wenbans: Was this thebeginning ofthe end?
from The Daily Telegraph 16 Jun 2oo1 ftuith pemtrssionl
Amodest, backrvater flatwas perfect for a doomed playboy prince and his many lovers.
Sarah Lonsdale reports
The main part of the garden at Wenbans is uniform lawn
with a rectangular, formal pool and a long, creeper-hung
walkway overlooking the high Sussex Weald. The impression is of wide-open vistas, and an all-encompassing embrace of the worid around it; quite appropriate for this venerable old house, parts of which have been standing for
more than 700 years. But at the sheltered back of Wenbans, hidden from prying eyes, there is a tiny jewel of a
garden - head-shaped and barely three paces across, bordered with rows of red bricks. It is planted with roses, rhododendrons and scented azaleas, and at its centre is an
ancient millstone, worn, mossy and evidently centuries old.
Who knows for what reason this cumbersome and portentous millstone was placed at the centre of an othenrlise
wildly romantic heart-shaped plot? Who knows what was
going through the mind of the garden's creator as he placed
his heaft around the millstone? For this tiny garden, secluded from the rest of the world at the rear of this craggy
building was designed, dug and planted in the 1930s by
Edward, then Prince of Wales, for one of the many lovers he
brought to Wenbans.
The Prince and his girlfriends - in the main, married, wellconnected women - would regularly visit Wenbans, just
outside the East Sussex village of Wadhurst. It was owned
by Lord George Cholmondeley, a friend of the Prince, who
could guarantee absolute privacy. It was the perfect romantic hideaway and the thoughtful host provided the
Prince with a tiny flat at the back of the great hall, comprising a ground-floor bedroom and bathroom and upstairs, a
small drawing-room with a fireplace.
"Nobody knew who was visiting," says Lionel Gadd, now in
his eighties, who once worked at Wenbans, as did his wife.
"But one foggy night, the Prince drove his car into a ditch
and some of the locals from Wadhurst came to help out.
The secret was out. After that, people kept a look-out for
the Prince and his dolly birds."
The flat is not much, particularly if you are used to the comforts of Buckingham Palace and the mock castle Fort Belvedere in Sunningdale, the Prince of Wales's official residence.
Today, the ground-floor bedroom is a rather sorry-looking
boiler room and storeroom, piled with junk, floored with
hardboard, the leaded windowpanes spotted with dead flies.
The fireplace in the little sitting-room has been recently
bricked up, although the original chimney bricks are still
blackened and scorched. The rest of the room is now a

mini gymnasium, crammed with state-of-the-aft get-fit
equipment. But the rooms have their charms, constructed
as they are out of the original 13th-century beams during a

massive restoration of the hall that the Cholmondeleys undeftook in the 1920s.
"It would have been a pedect place for a secret hideaway,"
says current owner Vic Fatah, who believes that Wallis
Simpson was also a visitor. "I can't imagine a safer refuge
away from prying eyes, within 50 miles of London." Mr Fatah, who bought the house in 1984 from a family who had
owned it since the 1950s, says the Prince was a regular
visitor throughout the 1920s and early 1930s until the
house changed hands.

Wenbans is one of those old settlements whose precise origins are unclear, but it is known to have been the site of a
Saxon village. It was named after the chief, Wenna, and its

proximity to water (Wenna's "bourne" or "ban", meaning
stream). The great hall is Grade IIx listed and today no
owner would be allowed to hack it around as it was in the
1920s, although the Cholmondeleys did a sympathetic job.
it is a huge, rambling L-shaped house with
nine bedrooms, servants' quarters and any number of sculleries, butlers' pantries and odd nooks and crannies. One
side of the "L" is the original Wealden hall house, built in
1293, at the back of which is the discreet little flat where
the future Edward VIII used to stay. The other side was
built in 7612 by a local wealthy family whose riches were
based on the area's iron smelting trade.
A house of this age is always full of mysteries and this one
has its fair share of alcoves hidden behind wood panels,
doors leading to secret passageways and little rooms hidden
under the eaves.
But Prince Edward may have felt a regal resonance in the
house as it was built on the site of a hunting lodqe owned i.

Neveftheless,

by King John - another English king with f;idy ;isastror, judgement. The original Wealden hall house was owned by
the well-connected Earls of Richmond and Dukes of Brittany. The plastenruork of the great hall is decorated with
recurrent bas-reliefs of the English rose and French fleurde-lis ofthe Royal houses of France and England.
Anyone with a bent for prophecy could read much into the
fact that the playboy Prince of Wales (and King for less than
a year) would spend his final years in exile in France. The
recurrent heraldic symbol, also picked out in the plasterwork, is of a griffin holding aloft a knight's helmet atop the deeply ironic - motto: Cassis tutissima vitus - "Viftue is the
greatest protector of all".
Coincidentally, Wadhurst Park, the big house up the road,
was used by another Prince of Wales, the future Edward
VII. He was also a notorious playboy but one who, unlike
his grandson, was able to bury his indiscreet past for the
sake of his country.

'There are

a lot of stories knocking

around about Royal

princes and their mistresses," says writer and local historian
bliver Mason, author of Wadhurst Town of the High Weald.
'There are a number of large houses around here whose
owners had friends in high places and who knew the value
of discretion."
According to archives held in Wadhurst village library, the
Cholmondeleys bought Wenbans in the mid-1890s. They
undertook major restoration work and passed the house on,
pretty much as it is today, to Rear-Admiral Astley Rushton,
who died in a motor accident in 1935. It is not clear exactly
when the Rushtons bought the house - Mr Fatah believes it
was after the Prince began his love affair with Wallis Simpson, and that the Prince, whose fondness for gardening
would be a great solace for him during his subsequent years
of exile, dug the heart-shaped flower-bed for the American
divorcee.
The poignancy of this flower garden, with a weather-beaten
millstone at its centre, resonates still: created by a prince
doomed to lose his throne for love.
Wenbans was for sale through Humberts of Wadhurst
01892 782424. guide price [2.5-f3 million.
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